April 1, 2021
The Honorable Ed Chau
Legislative Office Building, Room 162
PO Box 942849
Sacramento, CA 94249
R : AB 13

S PPOR IF AMENDED

Dear Chair Chau:
Consumer Reports1 writes with a support if amended position on AB 13. Consumer Reports
(CR) recogni es that government procurement, development, and usage of emerging
technologies has a substantial impact on the precedent it sets for the private sector, therefore
affecting consumers in the long run. Algorithms are relativel new to legislative discussion, with
few laws regulating these technologies that have the potential to be discriminator to vulnerable
or marginali ed communities and even create harmful ph sical and mental effects.
As automated decision making becomes more common in government, important decisions like
who has access to financial services, education, and other basic necessities are put in the hands of
algorithms which tend to be opaque and often biased.2 Bias in algorithms can stem from a variet
of factors, such as non-inclusive datasets, biased data collection methods, and algorithmic model
t pe. The requirements for the impact assessment this bill would mandate from potential vendors
and from the agenc using the technolog are a good step in terms of providing transparenc to
the public. The impact assessments might also force agencies to question whether or not certain
automated decision making actuall contributes to more equitable, and not just more efficient,
allocation of resources and services.
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However, due to the few protections that exist for consumers and citi ens in regards to
algorithmic bias, we need strong provisions in order to mitigate discrimination that could arise as
governments adopt more automated decision-making in routine processes. When these
technologies decide who gets access to services; transparenc , accountabilit , and the abilit to
correct errors or contest decisions becomes of the utmost importance particularl since
marginali ed communities tend to be most affected b these decisions. We request several
amendments to this bill that can help accomplish these goals.
First, we recommend that artificial intelligence-enabled profiling used in determining access to
basic services such as housing, financial services, education, criminal justice, healthcare services
should be prohibited (similar to the 2021 bill in WA state, SB 5116, on government use of
algorithms3). Decisions made through artificial intelligence are often unexplainable and
unaccountable, and it is important that fundamentall essential decisions should not be made b
an opaque algorithm that even its designers cannot understand. These determinations should be
made through a transparent and explainable process with the abilit to contest outcomes,
something that is not possible with artificial intelligence.4
We also recommend some kind of continual evaluation process that would require vendors to
update the agencies who have procured their technolog whenever significant changes have been
made to their algorithms or when other statistical biases occur due to these updates. As
technolog companies are constantl updating their algorithms to fix bugs and provide new
features to their products, it is important that government agencies are kept up to date on the
effects of the technolog the use so the can reevaluate how and if the should be used in
high-risk decision-making. This should be included as part of the contract with the vendor when
a contract is awarded.
In regards to the impact assessments mentioned in this bill, we recommend stricter oversight for
determining whether agencies should be awarding contracts to potential vendors. This includes
having a task force or other authorit composed of individuals from various groups like
academia and civil societ who assess submitted automated decision impact assessments from
bid responses and decide which vendors to award contracts. This method could instead or also
include posting bids publicl and taking into account public comment before awarding a
contract.
Furthermore, the bill does not mention an requirements for agencies that choose to develop
their own algorithms instead of procuring technolog from third-part vendors. We suggest
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requiring the same information mentioned from the outlined impact assessments in this situation
along with a similar oversight process mentioned above. And, we recommend making public the
existing automated decision s stems that are alread in use, along with their respective impact
assessments since the public deserves transparenc on what kinds of algorithms are currentl
being used in government.
Ultimatel , we must ensure that increased automation does not detract from Californians' civil
rights and access to basic resources, and this requires a thorough evaluation of new technolog
before deplo ment. While we believe the bill succeeds in outlining what is required for impact
assessments from both the vendor and the public agencies using procured technolog , our
recommendations will help ensure that we are onl implementing automated decision-making
into government that contributes to fair and equitable outcomes, particularl for marginali ed
communities. We look forward to working with ou to ensure these protections for California
residents.
Sincerel ,
Nandita Sampath
Polic Anal st
Consumer Reports
Cc: Members, Assembl Privac and Consumer Protection Committee

